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GEAR REVIEW

F
 ollowing on some years later from 
the Drumit Five e-kit, 2Box’s Drumit 
Three module has just hit the market 
with a host of new features up its 

sleeve. Boasting ‘Open Sound Architecture’ and 
a ‘Universal Trigger Interface’, the DI3 promises 
to make a worthy replacement for your 
existing e-kit module or a powerful hub at the 
centre of your hybrid setup. 

Build
In terms of appearance, the Drumit Three is a 
no-frills affair. The angular body is black for the 
most part with text and other highlights 
appearing in the trademark 2Box orange. 
There is a small LCD display on the right of the 
module with a rotary controller underneath 
and other additional buttons correlating to 
menu items on the screen. Navigation works 
through a page up and down system under 
two main ‘kit’ and ‘unit’ menus. 

From the main kit menu we scroll through 
100 kit slots of which there are a massive 90 
pre-programmed kits. Impressively, these 
include signature kits from drumming giants 
such as Marco Minnemann, Simon Phillips and 
Randy Black.

In terms of connectivity, we fi nd the usual 
phones output and a line-in (both ¼" stereo 
jack), four mono jack outputs (programmable 
as master outputs, bus sends or sub outputs) 
and 14 trigger inputs, which include A and B 
cymbal triggers to accommodate three-zone 
cymbal pads. The module can handle kick, 
snare (three-zone), four tom pads (dual-zone), 
hi-hats and three cymbals.

£695 (Drumit Three), £89 (Trigit set) 
 2Box make a return with an affordable 
stand-alone e-kit module and triggers 

2BOX  DRUMIT 
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Also try…

2
ROLAND TM-6 
PRO
We say: “The sounds, 
functionality and 
fl exibility on offer will 
arguably see many 
current SPD-SX users 
switching in favour of a 
separate module-and-
trigger setup.”

1
ATV AD5 E-KIT 
MODULE 
We say:  “The aD5 
combines realistic 
samples with an 
impressive dynamic 
range, which makes for 
a gratifying playing 
experience.” 

"THE SHEER AMOUNT OF 
CUSTOMISATION POSSIBLE 
MEANS THAT THE DI3 COMES 
INTO ITS OWN AS A HYBRID TOOL"

The Universal Trigger 
Interface supports many types of 
piezo and switch triggers ranging 
from 2Box’s own hardware to 
Roland, Yamaha, Alesis and more.

With an inbuilt 4GB memory and no 
external expansion available, surprisingly, 
the module is already at over 90 per cent 
capacity straight out of the box. However, 
due to the open source nature of the 
system, it is possible to back up the original 
sounds via the computer and start afresh, 
should you wish to free up space. Using the 
2Box Drumit Editor software it is possible not 
only to tweak the existing kits but also create 
multi-layered user sounds completely from 
scratch. This is a huge feature, especially at this 
relatively low price point.

Included with our review module is a set of 
fi ve 2Box Trigit acoustic triggers – one larger 
model specifi cally for bass drum and four 
smaller snare/tom (dual-zone) versions. 
The satin chrome triggers have a sleek 
appearance and fi t snugly to the kit via 
drum key bolts.
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PRICES
2Box Drumit Three 
Module: £695;
Trigit trigger set: £89.99

FEATURES
44,1 kHz sample rate 
with 24-bit digital to 
analog converters;
4GB memory;
Line in;
MIDI in/out;
4 outputs;
Signature kits;
Universal trigger 
interface;
Extra trigger functions;
USB (data only);
Backing track 
functionality;
15 universal trigger 
inputs;
More samples available 
from 2Box website;
Cymbal choking 
support;
Three-zone support for 
snare and cymbals

CONTACT
Hand in Hand 
Distribution
01752 696633
www.handinhand.
uk.net
www.2box-drums.com

Essential spec 
Hands On
After initially wiring in the module with our 
Roland e-kit, we excitedly dive into exploring 
the kit presets, only to fi nd that some work is 
required in order to set up our pads correctly. 
Where modules like the ATV aD5 have setup 
wizards with a list of kit or pad models to 
choose from, the DI3 requires the trigger type 

to be selected for each individual pad. 
Following this, there is still some additional 
tweaking to be done before it starts to feel 
completely natural.

With the admin out of the way, we get 
down to the business of checking out the 
inbuilt kits. Overall, the samples are of a high 
quality, although in isolation some are a little 

noisy (we even fi nd a ride sample where we 
hear what sounds like a rickety cymbal 
stand). The kits play very naturally and have 
great dynamic response, particularly in the 
snare and ride cymbals. Ghost notes move 
seamlessly into accented notes and rimshots 
while ride patterns are translated well, even 
with our basic dual-zone pad.

The toms have a natural quality to them 
and are far from over-produced, although 
some are tuned rather high and sometimes 
don’t feel quite right for the respective kits. 
With the help of the drag-and-drop Drumit 
Editor software, we manage to put together a 
couple of kits using our own samples, which 
brings playability to the next level.

The sheer amount of customisation 
possible means that the DI3 comes into its 
own as a hybrid tool. Pads can be 
programmed to play backing tracks and 
loops, control the metronome (start/stop or 
tap tempo) and advance through kit patches. 
In addition, there are mute group capabilities 
and the vast routing options allow you to 
choose an output destination for each 
individual element. Imported tracks can even 
send the left and right channels individually 
for split click and track. Using the 2Box Trigit 
triggers, we are able to experiment with 
bringing this functionality to the acoustic kit 
and it makes for hours of fun. Using only 
minimal triggers to layer up the kick and 
snare also offers pleasing results in terms of 
dynamic response and works wonders in 
beefi ng out the sound of our acoustic kit.

General navigation of the module takes 
some getting used to and it’s defi nitely one 
where you’ll want to keep the manual close 
at hand.     

VERDICT: Despite a slightly 
complicated user interface, the 
Drumit Three module is a seriously 
powerful machine, which comes in 
at an affordable price. It also 
works particularly well as a hybrid 
drumming solution.

BUILD QUALITY  
PLAYABILITY  
VALUE FOR MONEY  

 RATING 

UNIVERSAL TRIGGERS
The module supports triggers made 
by Roland, Yamaha and Alesis, as 
well as 2Box’s own Trigit triggers

PERFECT MATCH
The Trigit Acoustic 
Triggers make a worthy 
companion to the Drumit 
Three module

MEMORY
The module has 4GB 
of inbuilt memory with 
no external expansion

MULTI-ZONE
The module offers support for 
three-zone snares and cymbals 
and dual-zone toms

OPEN SOUND ARCHITECTURE
Velocity layered user samples can 
be added using the supplied 
editing software
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